A SIMPLER,
SMARTER
APPROACH TO
MAC MANAGEMENT
A Unified Endpoint Strategy Provides
Visibility and Security Across Platforms
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The Shift to Mac Is Underway
Mac devices are making massive inroads across every industry, as more
companies offer Mac as a choice. It’s a big change from the early days, when
organizations often restricted devices to one vendor. Even as recently as a few
years ago, employees were frequently told to reserve Macs for personal use.
Now Macs are being used in every area of the business—a trend that shows
no sign of slowing down.

98%

1 in 4
Windows users
are expected to switch
to Mac1

25% YoY
Growth

98%
Retention

in Mac shipments in 20172

among current Mac users3

1 Verto Analytics Survey, 2017
2 MacRumors, 2017
3 Business Insider, 2017
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What’s Driving the Move to Mac?
Companies that previously had no-Mac policies have changed positions,
and are now saying “yes” to employees who want to use Macs.

Here are a few reasons for the reversal:
User preference. Some employees prefer Macs over Windows-based devices.
As companies roll out “choose your own device” models, Mac is often a top
pick. When IT organizations enable this choice, it helps increase workplace
satisfaction and support efforts to attract and maintain quality talent.
Desire for a familiar, consumer-like experience. People use iPhones
and iPads continually in their personal lives—and they want that same
experience at work.
Need for flexibility. Employees want the ability to work from anywhere,
anytime—which also benefits the business. By lowering the barriers to
getting work done, IT can help enable greater efficiency and productivity.
Reduced strain on IT. Modern management for macOS can result
in fewer IT help desk tickets and less frequent troubleshooting.
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Changes in macOS Also Play a Big Role
2011
Apple introduced
MDM with OS X
Lion, which offered
a well-defined
protocol on how to
remotely manage
a device.

2012

2013
Apple made a bigger
leap forward with the
introduction of Device
Enrollment Program
(DEP) and Volume
Purchase Program (VPP),
enabling out-of-the-box
device management.

2014

2015
With the release of
El Capitan, Apple
streamlined the out-ofthe-box experience, with
features that gave IT
more control in setting
up new user accounts.

2016

2017

Apple made a pivotal change
with the release of High
Sierra, which debuted Apple
FileSystem. This release
changed the architecture
such that Apple devices can
now be managed more like
Windows devices.

THE RESULT?
Mac management is now both powerful and mature. Legacy approaches are no
longer adequate for dealing with the complex and robust Mac devices currently
on the market, and IT needs to find a better way.
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Mac Management
Remains a Challenge for IT

THE HIGH COST
OF LEGACY MAC
MANAGEMENT4

Many IT organizations are still using outdated management approaches.
If you’re managing Macs in a separate silo, with a collection of endpoint
solutions, you may be putting security at risk while raising costs and
compromising productivity.

It’s time to say goodbye to siloed Mac management.
Here’s why:

1000s of hours
in management
and support

• It requires a high level of manual IT involvements
• Supporting remote users is a challenge
• It compromises security, as it lacks real-time communication with endpoints
• Users have a disjointed app experience
• Retiring devices is a manual process that can’t be done remotely

30+ minutes
between endpoint
check-ins
10+ hours
per user, per year
in lost productivity

4 VMware
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Move Toward a Unified Approach
to Endpoint Management
IT organizations can no longer afford to manage Macs separately from Windows
and Android devices using antiquated approaches and tools. Employees are
using Mac devices anytime, anywhere—and they need to be part of a bigger
endpoint strategy that is managed as a cohesive whole.

Unified endpoint management is critical for today’s businesses
because it:
Provides consistency and supports security efforts
Makes it easier for IT to manage and deploy
Ensures that corporate data remains secure

VMWARE: ONE OF APPLE’S EARLIEST MOBILITY PARTNERS
VMware solutions have long since adopted Apple frameworks for device management,
and continue to be at the forefront of creating simple, out-of-the-box solutions for IT.
Today, VMware is more committed than ever to providing the most modern and efficient
macOS device management for businesses everywhere.
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The VMware Solution for
Mac Management
VMware Workspace ONE™ powered by VMware AirWatch® Unified
Endpoint Management™ technology provides a streamlined approach for
managing Macs, Windows, and Android devices alongside other endpoints.

Workspace ONE simplifies Mac management by:
33 Eliminating silos and bottlenecks and enabling choice and
productivity across your organization.
33 Allowing support for both corporate-owned and personally
owned Macs, including shared devices used in kiosks
and elsewhere.
33 Giving you the ability to easily manage the entire macOS
lifecycle from the same console you use to manage any app,
on any device.
33 Providing access to a unified app catalog with single sign-on
(SSO) for users.

5 IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Unified Endpoint Management Software 2017 Vendor Assessment

VMware was
named a Leader
in the 2017
Unified Endpoint
Management
MarketScape
by IDC5
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A Unified Approach Has Considerable Benefits
VMware Workspace ONE powered by VMware AirWatch Unified Endpoint Management technology makes Mac
management an integral part of your overall endpoint management strategy. It not only eliminates complexity and
saves time, but it also brings a modern, cloud-first approach that delivers benefits across the organization.

FOR THE BUSINESS

FOR IT TEAMS

Keeps data secure by ensuring that users
have the latest patch

Makes it easy to seamlessly deliver the
latest patches to users on or off network

Increases workforce productivity by
reducing time spent waiting on IT

Reduces the number of IT help
desk tickets

Enables anytime, anywhere access to work
apps and services with single sign-on (SSO)

Unifies device and identity management
tools and processes

Lowers overall costs by consolidating
multiple MDM solutions

Enables a consistent experience across
Apple platforms
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Embrace a Future Full
of Diverse Endpoints
As macOS continues to evolve, and user expectations shift, your endpoint
management strategy should empower you to adapt as quickly and efficiently
as possible. You never want to be a roadblock that prevents your business
from moving forward—and with the right approach, you never have to be.
Workspace ONE gives you the flexibility required to react rapidly and support
your users in whatever they need—without compromising security or control.
As a recognized leader in Endpoint Management, VMware is the trusted,
long-term partner that helps you grow and adapt, whatever the future holds.

GET STARTED

Learn more about
Workspace ONE >
Join Us Online:
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